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Agenda

• UK research on buildings and cities 

• Industry-Government research collaboration and impact assessment

• The mission oriented approach

• Future Cities research challenges in the UK and EU 

• Smart, Resilient, Sustainable, Healthy Cities  - the challenges

• UKCRIC

• The development of effective collaborations between Australian and 

UK/EU research



Status of UK and EU research on 
infrastructure, buildings and cities 

• UKCRIC – Over £300M pounds investment in new laboratories and facilities, and in national scale coordination 

over five years – more later

• Future Cities Catapult - mission is to help UK firms develop innovative products and services to meet the 

changing needs of cities, and to sell them to the world. It supports the emerging Advanced Urban Services 

sector in becoming an enabler of national productivity and a central plank of the UK economy. £15M p.a

investment leveraging 10:1 from other sources

• Transport Systems Catapult - Harnessing the brainpower of the UK’s world-class universities and building upon 

the country’s proven expertise in aerospace, automotive powertrain, rail and marine (as well as increasingly 

relevant sectors such as Artificial Intelligence, data analysis and cybersecurity), we are challenging the ‘silo’ 

thinking that has traditionally isolated the various individual modes of transport. We then form consortia that cut 

across these divides.

• https://catapult.org.uk/catapult-centres/

• Livable Cities Research project – completed. £7m – 15 little books

• Urban living partnership – a whole city systems approach – completed. £2m

• BRE Trust - £3m p.a on buildings research in partnership with Universities and Industry

• The EU context is that Horizon2020 will spend 600 million euro per annum on cities research

https://catapult.org.uk/catapult-centres/


Industry-Government-research collaboration

• Impact driven research
• Government Industry strategy

• Ideas  - the world’s most innovative economy

• People - good jobs and greater earning power for all

• Infrastructure - a major upgrade to the UK’s infrastructure

• Business Environment - the best place to start and grow a business

• Places - prosperous communities across the UK

• Challenges  - £1.7 Bn Transforming Cities Fund - allocated over five ears to ‘improve 
productivity and spread prosperity through investment in public and sustainable transport and make it 
easier, safer and quicker for people to travel and get to work by funding improved transport 
connections’

• Maximise the advantages of a shift to clean growth

• Shape future mobility

• Meet the needs of an aging society

• Use a Mission oriented approach to construct research portfolio

• National Infrastructure Commission assessment programmes – resilience is latest



The Mission-Oriented Approach

Developed by Mariana Mazzucato (Mazzucato, 2017; 
Mazzucato, 2018; Kattel et al., 2018)

The Mission-Oriented Approach has been applied:

• By the European Union to develop Missions related 
to the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)

• Is currently being applied in the UK by the UCL 
Institute of Innovation and Public Policy (IIPP) and 
BEIS to develop Missions linked to the 4 Grand 
Challenges identified in the UK Industrial Strategy

• It is anticipated that further missions will be 
developed related to the Industrial Strategy 
Challenge Fund Priorities.

• More broadly, the Framework is applicable in any 
context where Grand Challenges, Priority Outcomes, 
Research Priorities, Societal Outcomes are explicitly 
stated have been explicitly stated by any 
organisation, company, nation, research group, 
international body 

Slide compiled by Tom Dolan Oct 2018 Based on (Mazzucato 2017; Mazzucato, 2018; Kettel et al 2018)

Source: Figure 1 on page 11 of 
Mazzucato (2018)



The Mission-Oriented Approach in  

Infrastructure

• This Framework is 

applicable in any 

context where Grand 

Challenges, Priority 

Outcomes, Research 

Priorities, Societal 

Outcomes have been 

explicitly stated by 

any organisation, 

company, nation, 

research group, 

international body 

Slide compiled by Tom Dolan Oct 2018 Based on (Mazzucato 2017; Mazzucato, 2018; Kettel et al 2018)

Source: Figure 1 on page 11 of 
Mazzucato (2018)Fiure 1: Example of framework for mapping UKCRIC missions, against programmes and projects (adapted from Mazzucato, 2018[1])



Future Cities research challenges in the UK and EU part one

• Siloed organisational structures 

• Lack of local-level and city-level competences 

• Fragmented nature of institutional control over physical and digital assets 

• Lack of available funding in cties

• Inflexibility of public sector budgets 

• Difficulties in capturing value and lack of bankable benefits 

• Underdeveloped business models 

• Lack of evidence to support business cases 

• Inadequate evaluation frameworks 

• Poor use of procurement practices and tools 



Future Cities research challenges in the UK and EU part 2

• Procurement of AUS is not anticipated in innovation plans 

• Limited standards 

• Security concerns 

• Privacy concerns 

• Customer for AUS innovations is not clear 

• Lack of shared understanding and collaboration between AUS stakeholders 

• Lack of exchange of best practice 

• Unresponsive regulatory change 

• Inadequate management of innovation risk 

• High barriers to entry for SMEs 

• Lack of citizen engagement



Smart, Resilient, Sustainable, Healthy Cities 

• Current situation for achieving these goals simultaneously not well developed

• Research offerings are ahead of take up in both cites and infrastructure

• Reasons

• Lack of knowledge of potential

• Poor value capture business models

• No consistent obligation or incentives from governments at national and city scale

• Lack of capability and capacity

• Broken and misaligned governance

• No fora for joint discussion

• No burning platform



UKCRIC 

• UKCRIC vision

• A portfolio of research and innovation facilities and programmes with a mission to underpin the 
renewal, sustainment and improvement of infrastructure and cities in the UK and elsewhere.

• Five years into uplift of capability and research facilities, systems of system thinking and 
creation of a governance body.

• Essential components

• Collaboration v Competition

• Transdisciplinary

• Multi sector and multi scale

• Systems of systems

• People centric

• Transformative

• Embedded learning

• Intrinsically complex



Components of a civilised society



National research 
assets and programmes
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Systems Thinking

• "Systems Thinking enables you to grasp and manage situations of 

complexity and uncertainty in which there are no simple answers. It’s a 

way of learning your way to effective action by looking at connected 

wholes rather than separate parts. It is sometimes called practical 

holism." [Open University definition]

• "Systems thinking is a framework for seeing interrelationships rather than 

things, for seeing patterns rather then static snapshots. It is a set of 

general principles spanning fields as diverse as physical and social 

sciences, engineering and management." [Peter Senge , The Fifth Discipline]



Research in Systems Thinking
in National Infrastructure

• Integration of infrastructure and construction design
• Innovation at the interface
• Balancing costs and benefits, risks and uncertainties

• Human and environmental impact
• Safety, behaviour, congestion, community
• Noise, air quality, pollution, carbon

• Information integration
• Data from all sources over a range of timescales
• Systemic models to enable predictions to support decision making 

through whole life cycle and throughout the supply network



Engineering and Technology 
Research

• Materials (solids, particulates, gases and fluids) and interactions between them (IC,Leeds, Manchester, 
Cranfield, Newcastle, Sheffield)

• Use of new materials in infrastructure (Soton)

• Structures (Birmingham, Bristol)

• Manufacturing and robotics in the UKCRIC context (Loughborough, UCL)

• Static and dynamic systems (Soton, Bristol)

• Digital devices and systems (Cambridge)

• Engineered systems integration (IC)

• Sensors – human and engineered (UCL, Cambs)

• Human – engineered systems interaction (UCL)

• Engineered systems/policy/societal interfaces (All)

• Intelligent infrastructure (Cranfield)



Systems thinking, 
Interdependencies and 
Resilience

• Multipolar system interactions

• Complexity (Cranfield, UCL, Warwick)

• Systems architectures

• Multipolar resilience (Sheffield)

• Inter sectoral interdependencies (Bristol)

• Emergent property analysis

• Human - system interactions (UCL)

• Efficiencies and effectiveness

• Decentralised systems and solutions

• Adaptability, resilience and effect of systems on societal norms and behaviours



Governance Regulation 
and Policy

• Governance models for cities and infrastructure and their interaction (UCL)

• Purpose of regulations and their interaction with wellbeing,  effectiveness and progress

• Policy formulation, operation and assessment

• City leadership

• Long term issues

• Democratic involvement

• International contexts

• Democratisation of data and decisions 

• International impact and alignment of standards and regulation



Urban Living

• Learnings from Liveable Cities programmes, ULP and other prior work

• Observational inputs

• Modelling inputs (Dafni)

• Impact of infrastructure change / innovation on marginalised populations 

• Future Cities visioning 

• Synthesis of inputs to produce new insights

• Democratic conversations

• Leadership

• Basic needs

• Progress and value in an urban context

• Understanding and accepting holistic benefits 



Business Models, Finance and 
Economics

• Finance and funding

• Investment-attractive innovation

• Risk placement - risk distribution

• New procurement models

• Value assessment

• Short v long termism

• Role of innovation

• Role of tax and incentives for behaviour change and investment

• Service value

• Assessment of performance



Social science and learning 
frameworks

• Attitude to shared v non shared infrastructure (cf local energy generation)

• Historic trends, contexts and legacies

• Impact of socio-economic trends on infrastructure design & operation 

• Lived experiences of infrastructure 

• Scenarios for futures

• Purposeful organisational change theory (Bristol)

• Learning Power (Bristol)

• Citizen Science 

• Assessments

• Holistic risk assessment

• Impact of black swans

• Infrastructure as an agent for social and economic change 

• Personal and societal benefits 

• Education, education, education



Environmental sustainability

• Resource security

• SDG and IPCC compatibility (UCL, Newcastle)

• Circular economy (Cranfield, UCL)

• Strategic investments – sovereign capability

• Data gathering and analysis (Oxford)

• Exogenous factors (e.g demographics, climate change)

• Repurposing

• Education (again)



Modelling  Simulations and Analysis

• Multi polar approach (Oxford)

• Enhanced visualisations (ER/VR) 

• Sensitivity analysis

• Multiple plausible scenario generation

• Investment support

• Risk identification

• Interdependency analysis

• Spatial Planning 



Missions that cluster research projects differently:

▪ The car-less city (De car-bonisation) – enhanced mobility

▪ Coastal ribbons (challenges and opportunities)

▪ Supporting a healthy and aging population

▪ Reducing ‘cost of ownership’ of cities

▪ Meeting citizens aspirations affordably

▪ Clean growth

▪ Resilient Society

Potential UKCRIC programme 
missions



Development of effective collaborations between Australian and 

UK/EU research

• Sharing of visions, missions and desirable outcomes – maybe using SDGs and IPCC 

recommendations as frameworks

• Exchange of people to develop joint projects and programmes

• Government umbrella over collaborative research policy would be vital

• Current situation

Many small bilaterals

Conversation with AUS GCSA was warm but no action

Further conversation this week with NSW CSA to see if state level concept would work better, but 

significant convening power is needed; we have spent ten years achieving that in UK

• Open to ideas…..



Thank you



Alison Collins
Team Leader, Strategic Research
Planning Reform
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure
20 November 2018

Is Urban Density the 
Answer to Low-Carbon 
Living? 
The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide 
– 2017 Update



» First released in 2010 + updated 2017

» It is a volume of the current SA Planning 
Strategy

» Introduced the concept of a new 
walkable urban form

» Emphasis on good design, water 
efficiency, climate change resilience, 
supporting public transport, walkable 
neighbourhoods and protecting our 
natural resources

» Reviewed every 5 years 
2

About The Plan 



Containing our urban footprint 
and protecting our resources

Getting ActiveMore ways to get 
around

85% of all new housing built in 
established urban areas by 2045

60% of all new housing built in 
close proximity to quality public 

transport by 2045

30% increase in share of 
work trips made by active 
transport modes by 2045

25% increase in residents living in 
walkable neighbourhoods by 2045

20% increase in urban 
green cover in metropolitan 

Adelaide by 2045

Increase housing choice by 25% 
to meet changing household 

needs in Greater Adelaide by 2045

Walkable neighbourhoods A green liveable city Greater housing choice



We have abundant opportunities to increase population density to
support transit. 

Transit opportunities

30%

70%

170%

Public transport -
Cost recovery ratios



Urban Infill Target



Impact of changing development trends

• Small scale infill  (1:2, 1:3 etc) - currently approx. 30% of new development

• People are choosing to build bigger homes – over past 60 yrs Australian homes have more than 
doubled in size (from average of 100m2 in 1950 to about 200m2 today)

• Adelaide has lowest lot size in the nation – In 2000, it was almost 600 m2, in 2017 it reduced to 371m2

Has led to significant increase in hard, impermeable surfaces



Changes in land surface cover metro Adelaide (19 Council areas) 

(from 2013 to 2017)

Key statistics 2013

%

2016

%

Change as % land 

area

Tree Canopy 

Cover

21.37 19.45 1.92% Loss

Shrub Cover 5.92 5.23 0.69% Loss

Grass Cover 32.08 32.1 0.02% Gain

Hard Surface 40.63 43.2 2.57% Increase

Urban green cover is on the decline…while 
density is increasing

Source: Amati et al. 2017 

Higher losses on private land than in public realm



Trees located in street verges, parks and backyards.

A Green 
Liveable City

20% increase in urban green cover 
in metropolitan Adelaide by 2045



The impact of 
climate change

By 2030, temperature is expected to 
increase by at least 1C and rainfall 
decline by 5%
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Importance of cooling the city

Trees are important for:

• Climate change adaptation -
reduce urban heat island effect

• Climate change mitigation -
carbon sequestration

Research by the CRC Centre for Low Carbon 
Living / Water Sensitive Cities  show that 
urban cooling is maximized by combining:

• canopy shade trees

• water in the landscape (WSUD) 

• heat reflective materials (roofs and 
pavements). 10% increase in tree cover = 0.5-1C cooling of land surface 

temperatures (City of Melbourne)



CASE STUDY - Development density 
impact on surface temperature – Western 
Adelaide heat mapping project

o Red areas indicate warmer surface temperatures than average, whereas blue
indicates cooler temperatures than average

o Daytime surface temperatures were collected on 9 February 2017
o Acknowledgment - Seed Consulting Services et al. 2017.

• Land-use, building and pavement material selection can 
cause at least a 7C difference in surface temperature 

• Temps on average 2.8C lower over GI with irrigation creating 
an additional cooling effect of 1.7C compared with non-
irrigated open space 

• Artificial turf is significantly warmer on average surface 

temperatures (5.5C) and can be 14C warmer than irrigated 

natural turf surfaces

• Tree lined streets are significantly cooler

Low density residential 

Medium density residential 

High density residential - + 2.9C



We are creating a new planning system



The Blueprint to the Planning and Design Code



To take stock and identify …

1. Policy that works well that should be retained 
within the Code

2. Opportunities to consolidate existing duplicate 
policy

3. Challenges or issues within existing planning 
policy

4. Gaps in policy to respond to new and emerging 
economic, social or environment change in our 
community + our strategic directions

Purpose of the papers

“The best way to invent the future is to 
build on the best of the past – its how 
civilization flourish”

Robyn Williams 



POLICY DISCUSSION 
PAPER



Policy Conversation Area - Opportunities/challenges 
– small scale infill

Water Sensitive SA led background paper

• Close partnership & engagement with broad range of 
stakeholders

• Recommend improved WSUD policy & new/improved 
GI policy (Code and other levers)

• Important to understand cost effective measures and 
the multiple viewpoints  - not gold plating 

• Background paper – further stakeholder consultation

Partners: AMLRNRM Board, LGA Research & Association, EPA, Stormwater SA, SA Water and Cities of: 

Burnside, Onkaparinga, Marion, Playford, Mitcham, Murray Bridge, Port Adelaide Enfield, Tea Tree Gully, 
Charles Sturt, Salisbury and Unley.

On-line Stormwater Tool     
(in beta testing):

www.watersensitivesa.insitewater.com

http://www.watersensitivesa.insitewater.com/


The Code provides new opportunities through…

Process
Performance

Objectives 
(flexibility)

Deemed to 
satisfy 

solutions

• GI policies are relatively new to development plans (2017) … opportunities to transition and strengthen…



The Bowery Bowden

Margaret Street, Norwood

Policy Opportunities

• Encourage retaining existing trees 

• More consistent landscaping plans

• Maximise tree canopy opportunities –

minimum uncompacted deep soil zones

• Incentive based policies

• Encourage use of vertical / rooftop spaces

• Increase quality of public open spaces / 

streetscapes



Policy Opportunities

Frome Street Margaret Street

Better performing car parks e.g. 
raingardens and porous paving

• Implement WSUD solutions that incorporate GI where possible
• Opportunity to use green cover assessment tools and off-set schemes to support delivery of GI/WSUD?



Source: Grieve Gillet Anderson    Photo: S.Noonan

Therefore 
density 
needs to be 
done right to 
be part of 
the solution 
to low-
carbon living



Consultation opens  

– Feb 2019
Consultation closes – 3 Dec 2018

Consultation opens  

– Late Nov 2019

www.saplanningportal.com.au / DPTI.PlanningReform@sa.gov.au

For further information / have your say

http://www.saplanningportal.com.au/
mailto:DPTI.PlanningReform@sa.gov.au


Smart Buildings to Maximise User Comfort
Going Digital – Acceleration of Smart Buildings

in the Swedish Built Environment

Ivo Martinac, Professor & Chair
Building Services and Energy Systems
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
Stockholm, Sweden

Chair, REHVA Smart Buildings Task Force

CRC for Low Carbon Living
Annual Participants Forum 2018
Adelaide, Australia

20 November 2018
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Buildings are (mainly) for people

Importance of good IEQ for building performance and occupant satisfaction – an integrated
approach to building performance management is needed.

From: https://www.rehva.eu/fileadmin/Publications_and_resources/REHVA_SEMINAR_Light_Building_2018/5_BOERSTRA__REHVA_seminar_Light___Building_Frankfurt_March_2018.pdf



What is stopping us from using and acting on existing ”knowledge”?

Despite the fact that the importance of indoor climate for occupant satisfaction, well-being and 
productivity, as well as the impact and cost of ”dissatisfaction”, ”unwellness” and ”non-productivity” 
has been known for a long time, still today:

• We have no clear-cut metrics for determining the marketable value (”price”) of good IEQ and 
good BPM.

• We have no practicable mechanisms for integrating these values or trading with them within the 
context of our business plans. Markets recognize and can work with clearly established values, 
and well estimated risks.

• Indeed, most often we do not have an adequate real-time understanding of the interelationships
between BPM, IEQ and occupant benefits.



What is stopping us from using and acting on existing ”knowledge”?

• As a rule we do not measure (continuously or at all), and we consequently do not know how our 
buildings perform.

• Without quality-assured data, we cannot adequately analyze or optimize building performance, 
and therefore we do not get what we need and/or have contracted (paid for).

• ”Knowing” that BPM, IEQ and occupants benefits are interrelated does not automatically lead to 
good BPM. The interrelationships need to be accurately assessed and translated into better 
control signals, better BPM, better performance, and better occupant benefits.



Indoor climate and energy performance in office buildings –
a knowledge synthesis

Swedish Energy Agency (Project-no. 42639-1) and SBUF (the Swedish construction industry's 
organization for research and development; project-no. 13293), (2017/2018).

Summary

Key needs in the building sector (office buildings) to be addressed:

• “Knowledge lift” relevant to user-adapted, smart BPM at all building sector levels, 

• User-/occupant-centric approach to BPM,

• A comprehensive understanding of building performance, based on long-term, 

high-quality and high-relevance (resolution) measurement data,

• Continuous and comprehensive monitoring, analysis and optimisation in real-time (control-
relevance) to meet dynamic user and building needs,

• Integrated building performance metrics (KPIs) clearly relating to performance and “product 
quality” – replacing the myopic focus on energy performance and “connecting the dots”,



Key needs in the building sector (office buildings) to be addressed:

• A deep, integrated understanding of the inter-relationships between building performance 
management, user needs, indoor environment, energy efficiency and other aspects of building 
performance,

• Establishing marketable, business-plan compatible building performance metrics (KPIs) clearly 
relating to e.g. certification value, customer satisfaction, market value,

• Digitalization in the building sector to provide new tools for smart BPM – paradigm shift (Big 
Data, IoT, connectivity, cloud services, data processing and optimization tools, automation/AI).



Building-related costs and economic
performance in office buildings
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“Although utility and maintenance cost savings are the most frequently cited benefit of High 
Performance Buildings, they offer some of the smallest financial value. 

As shown below, 43% of the total value comes from enhanced employee productivity, 41% 
from increased employee retention, 7% from improved employee wellness, 7% from utility 
savings, and 2% from maintenance savings. 

Given this breakdown, human-centered design should be a critical consideration when creating 
an HPB.”

Adapted from: ”Financial Case for High Performance Buildings”. Stok, https://stok.com/ (2018)

https://stok.com/


High Performance Building Benefits





Building
performance
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/Exergy-

Resource
efficiency

Profitability

Occupant
satisfaction/

Well-being/

Productivity

Environmental
performance

Indoor 
environment

(IEQ)

Integrated approach to building performance management 

Building performance
data analysis and 

optimization

Physically measured and 
Perceived IEQ

(e.g. wearables, active
feedback )  

Long-term 
measurements and 

performance
analysis/visualization

IEQ and energy
performance database

(Big data, cloud-based)

CIEB
Efficient
building

operation

Simulation System 
selection

Smart 
building
control

BIM
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Level
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Digitalization



An integrated approach to BPM – Connecting the dots:

1) Center for IEQ and Energy Performance in Buildings – CIEB:

Long-term, multi-disciplinary, national collaboration and innovation platform
for user-adapted, sustainable BPM with key focus on indoor environment
and energy performance in buildings.

2) Research School ”Smart Buildings”



Expected outcomes

• Comprehensive understanding of building performance in a system- and life-cycle-
perspective with key focus on user satisfaction, well-being and productivity,

• Better compliance with (contractual or legal) building performance requirements, 
higher certification levels, higher market value, lower operating risks and costs, 

• Improved ability to deliver user-adapted and cost-efficient system solutions for 
newbuild and retrofitting projects; more efficient production,

• Better adaptation of building design and function for specific user needs, 

• Improved indoor climate and energy modeling, decreasing the gaps between
simulated and measured/perceived performance ,

• More efficient (real-time, continuous) building commissioning,



• More user-friendly, standardized communication between BPM-systems and building subsystems (e.g. 
RealEstateCore),

• More comprehensive, wholesome building performance metrics (KPIs) that better reflect product quality, 
customer benefits and market value; KPIs should be business-plan compatible; current narrow focus on (some
aspects of) energy performance is inadequate,

• Higher user satisfaction and well-being, higher productivity and profitability; better conditions for contracting
and delivery of user-adapted services,

• Better adaptation to nZEB requirements and (real-time) performance monitoring; ever tighet energy
performance margins will require increasingly accurate monitoring,

• Digitalization of building performance management (big data, IOT, cloud-services, advanced automation tools, 
AI) – smart/intelligent buildings,

• Etc.



Machine Learning/AI

Occupant Satisfaction
Well-being

Productivity

Big Data 
Cloud Services

Internet of Things
Connectivity

Building Performance Management
Indoor Environmental Quality

Assessment, Analysis, Optimisation

Occupant-centric BPM



Research School ”Smart Buildings”

Currently 7 on-going good-BPM- and smart-building-related research projects (collaboration between
KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Jönköping University and Blekinge Institute of Technology).

Goal: 15-20 PhD-projects over the next 3 years

We are looking for new international academic and corporate partners!

Contact: Ivo Martinac, im@kth.se



Andrei Litiu, PhD-Candidate

Co-Chair, REHVA TF ”Smart Buildings”

User-adapted, smart building performance management

Prodao & University of Timisoara

CIEB (Skanska, EQUA +)

REHVA (Federation of European Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Associations) –

new REHVA European Guidebook on Smart Buildings

MOBISTYLE



David Hälleberg, PhD-Candidate

Team Leader - Energy, Akademiska Hus

Smart load and energy performance management for building clusters/districts

Akademiska Hus, Jönköping University

CIEB, machine learning, smart controls +

HTW-Berlin (A Badura)

From Building (BPM) to District Performance Management using Machine Learning and AI



THANK YOU!

THANK YOU!



INTEGRATED BUILDING SYSTEMS 

AN INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE

Panel Chair:

Assoc. Professor Alistair Sproul

University of New South Wales

Speakers:

Mark Eckermann, BlueScope Steel

Neil Cunningham, Simply Better Pool Savings

Frankie Muskovic, Property Council of Australia

Craig Heidrich, HBM Group

Tuesday 20 November 2018       Adelaide



INTEGRATED BUILDING SYSTEMS 

“The good, the bad and the ugly”

A tale of…. 

How are we going in reducing CO2

emissions in buildings?

https://imgcop.com/img/Il-Buono-Il-Brutto-Il-Cattivo-18635977/

https://imgcop.com/img/Il-Buono-Il-Brutto-Il-Cattivo-18635977/


https://aceee.org/portal/national-policy/international-scorecard

The bad

https://aceee.org/portal/national-policy/international-scorecard


The good 

https://landartgenerator.org/blagi/archives/647

Graphic from 2013

https://landartgenerator.org/blagi/archives/647


The good

https://opennem.org.au/#/all-regions

Rooftop solar – “zero” to 7 GW since 2010

https://opennem.org.au/#/all-regions


The good

http://sunraysiasolarfarm.com.au/

Artist’s impression of 200 MWAC

Sunraysia Solar Farm

UNSW to go 100% off-site solar

In the first deal of its kind in the world university sector, UNSW has reached an agreement with Maoneng Australia 

and Origin Energy to have 100% of its electricity supplied by photovoltaic solar energy by 2019.

Sunraysia solar farm will be built by 

Maoneng near Balranald – western NSW. 

UNSW power purchase arrangement.

• 100% solar – price is lower than 

standard “black” electricity (coal, gas)

• No subsidies 

http://sunraysiasolarfarm.com.au/


The challenge now is for energy efficiency – to be cheaper than PV

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/dotcom/client_service/sustaina

bility/cost%20curve%20pdfs/australian_cost_curve_for_ghg_reduction.ashx

PV on rooftops–

abates carbon 

at approx. 

-$150 - $200 per 

tonne.

PV is now “low 

hanging fruit”

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/dotcom/client_service/sustainability/cost curve pdfs/australian_cost_curve_for_ghg_reduction.ashx


Why “Heat Bubbles” above Large Buildings lead to 

an Understatement of the Benefits of Cool Roofs

Mark Eckermann

Product Innovation Manager
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What are cool roofs and how do they reduce carbon?

ZINCALUME®

COOLMAX®

Less Heat InMore Heat Out
More Heat 

Out

ZINCALUME® and COOLMAX® are registered trademarks of BlueScope Steel Limited.
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Building Energy Simulations help determine which designs and 

materials deliver the most energy efficient building

Simulation 
Software

Location

Design

Materials

Use

Fitout

Predicted 

Energy 

Consumption

ZINCALUME®

COOLMAX®

?
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Simulation

Building Energy Simulations make a critical simplification on large 

buildings

Reality

Cool RoofCool Roof

Non Cool RoofNon Cool Roof
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This simulation flaw has major impacts on rooftop air conditioning 

efficiency and performance.
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Previous theoretical analysis suggests that when above-roof heat 

bubbles are ignored, the benefits of cool roofs are understated.
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Three large roofs were chosen from which to gather evidence of the 

existence and characteristics of heat bubbles.  

Nowra, NSW

16,000 m2

Shellharbour, NSW

76,000 m2

Wetherill Park, NSW

71,000 m2
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Extensive data collection using a variety of tools and approaches
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Heat bubbles, of up to 12 degrees over ambient, were observed.

Ambient
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Building energy simulations of an airport terminal reveal the impact of 

neglecting the effect of the above-roof heat bubble.

Climate Zone
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Findings to influence cool roof promotion and 

energy modelling practices

• Publication and presentation for 

Awareness

•Changes to Energy Modelling Practices 

and Software
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Future Research

Cooling

Benefits

Heating

Penalties RP1037
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Founding partners Monash University and The Myer Foundation

Built to Perform
Pathway to ‘zero carbon ready’ buildings

Francesca Muskovic

Property Council of Australia 

CRCLCL Annual Forum
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Buildings make a major contribution to household 
energy use and to total emissions & electricity

Emissions Electricity

23% 55%

ASBEC (2016), Low Carbon, High Performance Harrington & Toller (2017), Best Practice Policy and Regulation for Low 

Carbon Outcomes in the Built Environment
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New construction adds up fast!

51%
of Australia’s 

buildings in 

2050 will be 

built after 2019

Estimate undertaken for the Built to Perform. Based on floor area across all building sectors, given currently expected growth rates and allowing for 

refurbishment/rebuild of 1 per cent of the stock each year, in addition to net stock growth.
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Our focus is on minimum standards and 
the National Construction Code

Outside the current Code:

• Plug-in appliances

• Energy procurement

Included in the Code

• Building envelope

• Fixed equipment
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Built to Perform recommends a transition 
plan towards stronger energy standards
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Supported by a strong coalition of industry, 
government and academic institutions
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Built to Perform provides potential targets 
and trajectories for Code energy 
requirements
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A forward plan for Code energy 
requirements provides certainty

Current Code updates:

Ad-hoc changes to energy 

requirements

Re-debated every few 

years

Uncertainty

Desired outcome:

Defined Code energy 

targets and timeline 

towards zero carbon

Transparent process for 

tracking progress and 

adjusting targets

Certainty that enables 

investment and innovation
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Australia needs a ‘Zero Carbon Ready’ 
building code that

maximises the cost-effective 
potential 

for new construction to contribute to zero 
carbon
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How far can the Code go towards net zero energy?

• for 8 building archetypes

• across 4 climate zones

• over 5 Code upgrades (up to 2034)

such that the benefits outweigh the costs

Built to Perform provides potential targets 
and trajectories for Code energy 
requirements
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Strengthening Code energy requirements 
is a starting point for getting to net zero

Baseline 

energy 

use

Net zero 

energy

Single 

apartment

Attached 

house

Detached 

house
Hotel Office Retail

Hospital 

ward

School 

building

19% 22% 25%
31%

22%
34% 35%

56%

Data presented here is an average for this building archetype across the 

modelled climate zones (2, 5, 6 and 7) for new buildings in 2030.

Percentage reduction is a proportion of whole building energy (or whole dwelling 

energy for the single apartment, excluding base building energy). It includes 

energy that is currently not in the scope of the Code and needs to be addressed 

by measures outside the Code.
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The gap to net zero can be met by design, 
renewables and appliances

Baseline 

energy 

use

Net zero 

energy

Single 

apartment

Attached 

house

Detached 

house
Hotel Office Retail

Hospital 

ward

School 

building

19% 22% 25% 31% 22% 35% 56%

Data presented here is an average for this building archetype across the 

modelled climate zones (2, 5, 6 and 7) for new buildings in 2030.

Percentage reduction is a proportion of whole building energy (or whole dwelling 

energy for the single apartment, excluding base building energy). It includes 

energy that is currently not in the scope of the Code and needs to be addressed 

by measures outside the Code.

34%
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The benefits across Australia add up

Achieving the energy targets would lead to:

• Annual energy bill savings between $200 and $900 
for a single household and thousands of dollars for a 
non-residential building

• Total energy bill savings of $29.3 billion by 2050

• Network investment savings of $12.6 billion by 2050

• Emissions savings of 78 million tonnes between 
now and 2050

Upfront costs are outweighed by societal benefits
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A three-year delay would lock in energy 
bills and emissions

Delaying from the 2022 Code to the 2025 Code would 
lock in:

• $2.6 billion in energy bills to 2030

• $720 million in electricity network investments to 
2030

• 9 million tonnes of emissions to 2030, and 22 million 
tonnes to 2050
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Built to Perform recommends:

1. Commit to a Zero Carbon Ready Building Code

a) Energy efficiency targets 

b) Net energy targets – our analysis highlights 
technical potential

2. Deliver a step change in 2022

a) Strong focus on residential

b) Further incremental increase for commercial

3. Expand the scope of the Code and progress 
complementary measures
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Next steps

Parallel work by 
Commonwealth 

Department of the 
Environment and 

Energy

Government Ministers 
adopt forward targets

Specific requirements 
written into Code



Contact us

Founding partners Monash University and The Myer Foundation

Suzanne Toumbourou, ASBEC, suzanne@asbec.asn.au

Michael Li, ClimateWorks Australia, michael.li@climateworksaustralia.org

Francesca Muskovic, Property Council of Australia, FMuskovic@propertycouncil.com.au



Low carbon materials: 

research journey and 

lesson learned

http://www.lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au/Home


Project Context



Circular economy



Supply chain

• Identify the social, environmental and 
economic issues at each link in the supply 
chain

Response
Better practices

Pressure
Environmental, 

social and 

economic impacts

State
Current practices Strategy

the best way 

forward



The problem

• Portland Cement continues as the main 
constituent of concrete

– Cement contributes to about 7% of anthropogenic 
CO2 emissions,  and 4% of man-made global 
warming

• Low CO2 alternatives to conventional PC 
based concrete needed., e.g. conventional 
building methods biased towards BAU

– Timber and brick construction w/ low 
performance 



Potential solution

• Main barriers to the acceptance of the 
geopolymer concrete (GC)

– GC materials not covered in existing standards

– Lack of standard specifications and design 
guidelines

– Lack of credible and independent long-term 
performance data

– Dearth of published data, retarding development  



Journey

• The priority pathways we tackled to overcome 
these barriers

– Development of standard specifications

– Research on long-term properties and durability is 
to develop a standard test methods

– Inclusion in state specifications

– Development of new standards 

– Field trials



Research Partners

PROJECT PARTNERS



Future Prospects for Precincts
Panel Chair

- Professor Peter W. Newton FASSA Swinburne University

Speakers

- Helen Liossis Sydney Water

- Alex Sommer Landcom

- Brett Pollard HASSELL

- Nirmala Dinesh SA Water

- Paul Davy Dsquared Consulting



Why Precincts?
# building blocks of our cities: critical to delivering COAG performance objectives for Australia’s cities
# context for urban living: ‘no low carbon living without low carbon built environment’ 



DEFICIT: PRECINCT PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
- as designed, as operated

Source: Newton (2018)



CRC GUIDE TO PRECINCT DESIGN ASSESSMENT
[forthcoming Feb. 2019]

Part A: General Principles
1. Introduction
2. Precinct Design Objectives
3. Precinct Design and Development Process

Part B: Precinct Design Assessment: Tools Methods and Applications
4. Integrated Carbon Metrics
5. Precinct Carbon Assessment
6. Precinct Infill Assessment
7. Forecasting Demand for Precinct Energy, Transport, Water and Waste

Part C: Assessing Environmental Performance of Precincts and Cities
8. Greening Urban Mobility
9. Co-Benefits Calculator for Health and Well-Being
10. Mitigating Urban Heat

Part D: Advanced Precinct Assessment
11. Integrated Precinct Assessment
12. PIM: an Emerging Platform for Integrated Precinct Scale Modelling

Part E: Using the Tools
13. Performance Indicators
14. Accessing CRC Tools

Part F: Conclusion
15. Future Directions



Cooling Western Sydney
A new way forward for reducing urban heat  

CRC for Low Carbon Living  Annual Forum  20 November 2018



‘Cooling Western Sydney’ was a study commissioned by Sydney Water on the role 

of water and other urban technologies in mitigating urban heat in western Sydney

It was undertaken in collaboration with the Low Carbon Living CRC and University of 

New South Wales

It draws on leading-edge tools and world-renowned expertise in microclimatic 

research to evaluate the impact of the urban heat mitigation technologies (greenery, 

water and cool materials) in Western Sydney

Cooling Western Sydney

Low Carbon Living CRC 2018 Annual Participants Forum l 19-20 November 2018



Western Sydney temperatures are 6 - 10°C higher during extreme events in the 
summer compared to the eastern suburbs

Energy consumption for cooling purposes in Western Sydney is up to 100% higher 
than in the eastern zones of the city

The Challenge

Low Carbon Living CRC 2018 Annual Participants Forum l 19-20 November 2018

Climate change and extreme urban heat events represent significant risks 

to Sydney Water’s customers in western Sydney

Heat related mortality can be up to three 
times higher in Penrith than at Observatory 
Hill during heat wave periods

Peak electricity demand increases by almost 
100% when temperatures increase from 20°C 
to 40°C



‘

Objective

To evaluate the impact of the main urban 

heat mitigation technologies (greenery, 

water and cool materials) in western 

Sydney.

The project assessed the cooling potential of these 

mitigation technologies and evaluated their impact on 

energy, peak electricity demand, health, environment and 

thermal comfort.



Three mitigation strategies

Water
Such as ponds, pools, fountains, 

evaporative wind towers, 

sprinklers and water curtains

Greenery
Benefits include shading, evapo-
transpiration, regulation of the 
air movement and heat 
exchange

Cool materials
Materials with high diffuse solar 

reflectivity and high emissivity 

applied to roofs, pavements and 

other horizontal surfaces



‘

Thermal comfort

Mitigation techniques based on the use 
of water, greenery and cool materials 
can reduce the average peak ambient 

temperature up to 2.5oC



Energy demand

Low Carbon Living CRC 2018 Annual Participants Forum l 19-20 November 2018

The energy conservation potential by using 
mitigation techniques can reduce the peak 

electricity demand for the Western Sydney area 
by 9%.

Over summer, this equates to nearly one 
million tons of avoided CO2 emissions



In conclusion, the study found that incorporating a multi-faceted approach to reducing urban 

overheating will provide more comfortable thermal conditions for residents in western Sydney. 

While greenery does have a cooling effect, we found the most effective urban heat mitigation 

technologies are those incorporating a combination of water-based technologies with cool 

materials. 

Integrating these new and advanced technologies into urban design can greatly reduce the 

impact of urban heat in Western Sydney.

Opportunities for integrated water planning



Helen Liossis

Head of Corporate Strategy and Business 

Planning

Sydney Water

Level 14, 1 Smith St

Parramatta NSW 2150

helen.liossis@sydneywater.com.au

Professor Mat Santamouris

Professor of High Performance 

Architecture

Faculty of the Built Environment

The University of New South Wales

Level 2, West Wing Red Centre Building

UNSW Kensington Campus

Kensington NSW 2033

m.santamouris@unsw.edu.au



Microclimate & 
Urban Heat 
Island Decision-
Support Tool

Future Prospects for Precincts –an Industry Perspective

Alex Sommer | Sustainability Manager



We 
Are
the NSW Government’s 
land and property 
development 
organization.

Our Role
is to develop, enable 
and demonstrate new 
homes and 
neighbourhoods across 
NSW, through 
partnerships and 
leadership.

Our 
Vision
is to deliver city shaping 
projects that are more 
affordable, vibrant, 
connected and 
sustainable places to 
live.

Our 
Ambition
is to increase the supply 
and diversity of housing 
choice, and increase 
opportunities for people 
to own their own home.

Landcom



Defining 
Sustainability

Why Sustainable Places?

• It delivers social, environmental and economic 
shared value.

• It aligns with our legislative obligations, policy 
objectives as well as national and international 
commitments.

What does sustainability mean 
to Landcom?

• To create innovative and productive cities that 
exude global livability, resilience, inclusion, 
affordability and environmental quality.

• To create a legacy of sustainable places for our 
future generations.

Our Mandate

• To deliver these outcomes as a master developer.

• To foster these outcomes from our development 
partners



Goals
The four categories:

Climate Resilient Places
Our environmental focus area, 
delivering low carbon, resource 
efficient and environmentally 
sensitive places.

Productive Places
Our economic focus area, 
committed to driving the 
delivery of productive places 
and enabling jobs for the future.

Healthy & Inclusive Places
Our social focus area, delivering 
world class livability outcomes 
founded on social equity, 
affordability and inclusion.

Accountable & Collaborative
Our governance focus area, driving 
accountability and performance 
along our value chain.

Sustainable Places 
Strategy



Context

Future-Proof our Communities

Climate Resilience

Community Resilience

Economic Value

Lead Industry

Do the research

Create the tools

Embed into BAU

Real Estate Market Conditions

Competition

Value-add

Younger generations



Challenges

Greenfield Developments

Dark roofs

Reduced private open space

Increased reliance on air-conditioning

Infill Developments

Need for increased density

Lack of urban vegetation

Poor outdoor thermal comfort during extreme heat days



Objectives

Create a Decision Support Tool

To inform:

• Policy

• Master planning

• Asset operations

Integrate Scientific Models

Mitigation techniques/options and their interdependencies

Performance Index

Benchmarking and target setting:

• Development controls

• Best practice



Framework



Method

Survey

Understand the status and vulnerability of people in 
the community, relating to urban heat.

Site scanning

Drone

EnergyBus

Modelling

Identifying performance against KPIs

Validated with scanning



KPIs



Green Square Town Centre



Green Square Town Centre
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CRC Low Carbon Living – two key projects

Page 2

Project Leader:   

Dr. Michael Short (UniSA)

Industry Sponsors: 

SA Water (Dr. Nirmala Dinesh) 

Sydney Water (Greg Appleby)

RP2017: Energy 
benchmarking 
for efficient Low 
carbon water 

recycling 
operations

Ilda Clos (UniSA)

Project 1: Optimising energy 
performance in wastewater 
treatment and water recycling 
for low carbon precincts

Ben Thwaites (UNSW)

Project 2: Optimisation of 
Granular Sludge 
technology for energy 
efficient wastewater 
treatment and reuse
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About us

Page 2

• We are South Australia’s leading

provider of water and sewerage

services

• Operating for more than 160

years, providing a reliable supply

of safe, clean water and a

dependable sewerage system

1.7 Million
Customers

1,400
Employees

$13 Billion
Assets

16
Reservoirs

9,000 km
Sewer main

27,000 km
Water main

43

Water
treatment

plants

26

Wastewater
treatment

plants
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n • Big Data Analytics to 
Identify inefficiencies

• Benchmarking

• Selection of Energy 
efficient treatment for 
recycling

• Decision making
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• Application of novel 
technologies 

• Whole of Life cycle cost $, 
Treatment &Environmental 
performance

Two key themes and challenges for utilities

Page 4
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Project 1:  Energy benchmarking (SA Water context)

Page 4

Phase 1
2010

Phase 2
2012

Phase 3
2013

Identified 
energy 

savings of 
14,000 

MWhr/yr

~ $1.2 M/yr
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Project 1: Energy efficiency and benchmarking 

Aim: Develop updated Australian-relevant energy performance 

benchmarks suitable for water industry to use in the optimisation of 

wastewater treatment/water recycling operations

Page 6

Review 
International 

Benchmarks & 
Australian WWTP 

energy data

Develop 
updated 

benchmark for 
Australian Water 

Sector

Case Study: 
Evaluate Life 
cycle costs of 

recycled water 
disinfection (UV 

Vs Chlorine)
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Australian benchmarking review (245 WWTPs) 

Page 7

ACT
2

1% QLD
61

25%

NSW
27

11%

SA
12
5%

TAS
10
4%

VIC

110

45%

WA

21

8%

NZ
2

1%

Figure 1: Data from WWTPs  (WSAA, 2017)
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Figure 2. Comparison of Specific Energy Consumption across states 



Page heading goes hereMedian specific energy consumption (kWhr/PE*a)
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20001 - 50000PE
[SC4.2]

50001 - 100000PE
[SC4.3]

> 1000000 PE
[SC5]
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Case Study: 45 ML/d Christies Beach recycled 

water disinfection approach (UV vs Chlorine)

Note: UV is required for Cryptosporidium 

Removal and its need should be evaluated
Page 9

UV vs Chlorine

Capital Cost UV is 2-3 times more 
than chlorine

Operating Cost UV is 5 times more than 

Chlorine

Whole of Life cycle 
cost

Assessment underway



Page heading goes hereProject 2: Granular sludge (SA Water Context)

• 2011 First Pilot Scale Granular sludge trial in Australia

• 2015 Full scale demonstration trial at Pt Pirie

• Key challenges for full scale implementation identified

• 2016  SA Water supported this phD program

Page 10



Page heading goes hereProject 2: Optimisation of AGS

Aim : Optimisation of Aerobic Granular Sludge (AGS) technology 

for energy efficient wastewater treatment and reuse

Page 11
0

2

4

6

8

Seed Sludge Mature AGS

SRB

Nitrospiraceae Geobacteraceae

Desulfovibrionaceae Campylobacteraceae

Clostridiaceae Desulfobacteraceae

Desulfobulbaceae Other SRB

RA5: Life cycle 
assessment 

(LCA) on AGS 
incorporating 

outcomes from 
RA1, RA2, RA3

RA4: 
Characterise 

nutrient 
removal 

pathways 
unique to high 

saline 
wastewater

RA3: 
Understand 

fugitive GHG 
emissions from 

AGS vs. CAS

RA2: 
Determine 

impact of AGS 
on pathogen
removal and 
water quality

RA1: 
Characterise

microbial 
community 

diversity



Page heading goes hereKey Outcomes

RA1- Microbial 
diversity

Increase in sulphate 
reducing & sulphide 
oxidising bacteria

Stable & suitable for 
high saline wastewater 

treatments 

High TN removal (>95%)
under low DO (<1.5mg/L)

RA2 – Pathogen 
removal  & WQ 

No loss of pathogen 
removal during start-up or 

mature operation

Effluent water quality (UVT, 
turbidity & total 

suspended solids) not 
adversely affected

No increased tertiary 
treatments are required 

(energy, chemical or 
infrastructure) for water 

reuse

RA3 – Fugitive GHG 
emissions

No difference in N2O 
emissions under 
typical loadings 

Increased N2O 
emissions under 

higher loadings (> 
25% VER loading)

RA4- Microbial 
pathways

Identification of 
novel nutrient 

removal pathways
treating high saline 

wastewater

RA5- Life Cycle 
Assessment

Assess ‘bigger 
picture’ 

CAPEX/OPEX of 
AGS

Page 12
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Contact:

nirmala.dinesh@sawater.com.au

www.sawater.com.au

http://www.sawater.com.au/


CARBON ASSESSMENT TOOLS:
MAPPING THE LIFECYLE CARBON SIGNATURE OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Paul Davy  dsquared



South Australia’s second carbon neutral certified organisation with 
Australia’s smallest carbon footprint 



• staged re-development of urban site to create new innovation, science, arts and 
commercial hub, by Government of South Australia (Renewal SA)

• 6 Star Green Star, WELL Community

Lot Fourteen (former Royal Adelaide Hospital)

aspiration for carbon neutral in operation



http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/government/carbon-neutral/ncos/buildings

http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/government/carbon-neutral/ncos/buildings








how do we 
predict this for a 

new precinct?



FROM RESEARCH 
TO REALITY



CARBON PLUS

Dr Ke Xing
Program Director & Senior Lecturer, Barbara Hardy Institute
P: 08 8302 3406  E: ke.xing@unisa.edu.au















CARBON PLUS
Precinct carbon mapping tool



D Squared Consulting Pty Ltd
Trading as dsquared

ACN 159 612 067
ABN 38 159 612 067

Suite 5, 241 Pirie Street
Adelaide SA 5000

Contact: 
Paul Davy

T: 0405 106 268
E: paul@dsquaredconsulting.com.au

W: www.dsquaredconsulting.com.au

Dr Ke Xing
Program Director & Senior Lecturer
Barbara Hardy Institute
P: 08 8302 3406  
E: ke.xing@unisa.edu.au

Questions

mailto:paul@dsquaredconsulting.com.au

